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Pennsylvania chapter of the National Association for Multicultural Education  
22nd Annual PA-NAME Conference 

March 6 – 7, 2020 
 

Hosted by 
Cabrini University’s Center for Urban Education, Equity and Improvement 

Radnor, PA 
 

 
The Fierce Urgency of Now: Naming, Framing and Enacting Solutions for Change! 
 
We know through painful experience that freedom is never voluntarily given by the oppressor; it 
must be demanded by the oppressed. Frankly, I have yet to engage in a direct action campaign 
that was "well timed" in the view of those who have not suffered unduly from the disease of 
segregation.  “Letter from a Birmingham Jail” (1963) 
 
We have also come to this hallowed spot to remind America of the fierce urgency of now.  This is 
no time to engage in the luxury of cooling off or to take the tranquilizing drug of gradualism. 
Now is the time to make real the promises of democracy. Now is the time to rise from the dark 
and desolate valley of segregation to the sunlit path of racial justice.  “I Have A Dream” (1963) 
 
We are now faced with the fact, my friends, that tomorrow is today. We are confronted with the 
fierce urgency of now.  “Beyond Vietnam” (1967) 
 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s call to respond to the fierce urgency of now resonates with 
educators, leaders and scholars in the 21st century.  Despite being illegal for 65 years, enduring 
segregation along the lines of race and class gives rise to gaps in school funding, disparities in 
academic scores, and inequities in educational access and opportunities.  In Pennsylvania, a 
recent analysis by the Keystone Research Center found that the spending gap between a typical 
high-wealth and low-wealth district widened from $3,058 per student in 2013 to $3,778 in 
2017.  Student performance on the 2018 Keystone Exams show that, overall, proficiency rates 
have increased, but these gains mask persistent disparities by race, language, gender, and 
socioeconomic status.  Similarly, Education Trust shows that the overall college graduation rate 
in Pennsylvania colleges and universities has increased, but that the gaps persists for students 
of color.   
 
In the face of these enduring systemic injustices, how can we, as multicultural educators, 
leaders and scholars emulate Dr. King’s impatience and endeavor to make real the promises of 
democracy?  We are called “for such a time as this” to name, frame and enact interventions, 
exemplary practices, discourses, and epistemologies to disrupt systems of inequity.   
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PA-NAME 2020 Conference Schedule at a Glance 
The conference will be held in three buildings on Cabrini’s campus: 

• Grace Hall – location for registration, vendors, Pushout documentary, 
keynote addresses, and meals 

• Founder’s Hall – location for all sessions 
• Iadarola Center – location for the featured workshop presentation 

 
Parking:  

• Parking lot A is located behind Founder’s Hall 
• Parking Lot B is located behind the Dixon Center  

Campus map: https://www.cabrini.edu/about/visit/campus-map 
  
Friday, March 6, 2020  
Registration and Vendors all day – Grace Hall Atrium  
8:30am – 9:00am: Continental Breakfast- Grace Hall Atrium 
9:00 – 10:30am: Pushout documentary screening and panel- Grace Hall Atrium 
10:45am – 12:15pm: Morning Workshops - Founder’s Hall and Iadarola Center 
12:30pm – 1:45pm: Welcome, Lunch and Opening Keynote - Grace Hall Atrium 
2:00 – 4:50pm: Afternoon Presentations 

• 2:00 – 2:50pm: Session A – Founder’s Hall 
• 3:00 – 3:50pm: Session B – Founder’s Hall 
• 4:00 – 4:50pm: Session C – Founder’s Hall 

5:00 – 7:30pm: Shirley Dixon Celebration of Urban Education Symposium – Grace 
Hall Atrium  
 
SATURDAY, MARCH 7, 2020 
Registration and Vendors all day – Grace Hall Atrium  
9:00am – 10:30am: Continental Breakfast and Roundtable Presentations – Grace 
Hall Atrium 
10:45am – 12:15pm: Morning Workshops - Founder’s Hall  
12:30 – 1:45pm: Lunch, Raffle, and Keynote Address - Grace Hall Atrium  
2:00 – 3:50pm: Afternoon Sessions 

• 2:00 – 2:50pm: Session D – Founder’s Hall 
• 3:00 – 3:50pm: Session E – Founder’s Hall 

4:00 – 4:30pm: Closing Reflections and Remarks – Grace Hall Atrium 
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PA-NAME CONFERENCE VENDORS 
We invite all conference participants to visit the vendors listed below.  

All four vendors have items and/or services available throughout  
the conference on Friday and Saturday. 

 
Creating and Facilitating Equality: 
Creating & Facilitating Equality was 
established with the purpose of training 
people in cultural sensitivity and diversity. 
We work with companies and individuals to 
establish programs that address common 
issues, deconstruct prejudices and 
stereotypes, and improve intercultural 
acceptance within the community and 
workplace. All of these objectives have also 
been shown to improve interpersonal 
relations, employee satisfaction, and 
productivity when they are implemented in 
the workplace. 
 
Website: 
https://creatingandfacilitatingequality.com/ 
 

Cross Cultural Connect: 
Cross Cultural Connect’s mission is to provide 
students with authentic learning experiences in 
the areas of language, culture, and technology 
through a customizable, standards-based 
curriculum. Combining authentic teaching 
methods with multicultural education and 
language learning, CCC created an interactive 
curriculum that molds into the everyday 
curriculum of the common classroom. 
 
Website: http://www.ccconnect.org/ 

Silk Tent: 
The Silk Tent offers an ethnic flare to the 
categories of jewelry, textiles, home decor, 
and gift items. We supplement our products 
with a collection of artifacts from countries 
such as Africa and Indonesia to name a few. 
They're used to compliment and influence 
the design elements of our products. 
 
Website: https://www.thesilktent.com/  

Soaps by Alana: 
Soaps by Alana offers love, crafted by hand 
artisanal soaps and handmade body products. 
 
Website: https://soapbyalana.com/ 
 

  
Saturday, March 7th 
Children’s author Katherine Norris will be signing 
copies of her books, including Building Brotherhood 
One Step at a Time.



PA-NAME 2020 Conference Schedule – Friday, March 6th  

 

Registration and Vendors 
Grace Hall Atrium 
8:30am – 6:00pm 
 
Pushout Documentary Screening and Panel Discussion 
Grace Hall Atrium 
9:00 - 10:30am 
  

Pushout: The Criminalization of Black Girls in Schools is a feature 
length documentary which takes a close look at the educational, 
judicial and societal disparities facing Black Girls. Inspired by the 
groundbreaking book of the same name by renowned scholar, 
Monique W. Morris, Ed.D. The documentary confronts the ways in 
which the misunderstanding of Black girlhood has led to excessive 
punitive discipline which in turn disrupts one of the most important 
factors in their lives, their education. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Moderator: Dr. Zakiya Gates    Dr. Angela Campbell    Dr. Maya Gordon 
        Assistant Professor    Director of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion  Associate Professor  
         Cabrini University             Germantown Friends School   Cabrini University 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

             Dr. Juliana Moseley         Ayanna Riley 
College Officer of Diversity and Inclusion            Student  

Chestnut Hill College     Cabrini University 
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Workshop Presentations: Friday, March 6th,  
10:45 AM – 12:15 PM , Iadarola Center 

 
Featured Workshop:  

 
Preserving History for the Persistent Legacy of West Philadelphia High School 

 

 
 
West Philadelphia High School 
Seniors: Jahyonna Brown and Ayanna Frazier 
Juniors: Isaiah Burns, Qudia Ervin, Nehemiah El, Anna Holloway, Niche Murphy, Melissa Thomas, and 
Iminie Wortham  
Teacher: Mrs. Marie Walker  
 
Drexel University School of Education 
Dr. Ayana Allen-Handy, Assistant Professor  
Doctoral students: Alysha Meloche and Janel Dia 
 
The past, present, and future are intricately linked, and thus the purpose of our project is to document 
the rich history of West Philadelphia High School (WPHS), it’s legacy, and the promise of its future. Our 
project is a Youth-led Participatory Action Research (YPAR) and youth development project with 12 
current WPHS juniors and seniors.  Through the oral histories of alumni, students, teachers, and 
community members, as well as through the preservation of the school’s archives and artifacts, we hope 
to highlight the amazing legacy of WPHS.  WPHS has been a pillar of the community since its founding in 
1912, yet many of its current students know very little about the school’s history. Our project seeks to 
change this through the integration of new media and digital technologies that center the community 
cultural wealth of our youth researchers & WPHS.  In this presentation, we will share more about our 
research project and how our project is inspiring a new generation of urban youth scholars dedicated to 
social justice. 
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Workshop Presentations: Friday, March 6th 
10:45 AM – 12:15 PM – FOUNDER’s HALL  

Room Workshops 

109 

Urgency? What Urgency?!  Why Engaging and Mobilizing Cross-Racial Parent and Alumni 
Support and Buy-in Around DEI Work in Independent Schools is Challenging but Critical  
Katie Culver, Temple University/Steppingstone Scholars, Rhonda Brown, Independent 
School parent & Kari Richards, Independent School parent 
 
This session will focus on the unique challenges of DEI work in Predominantly White 
Independent Schools and the significant influence of parents & alumni.  How do we 
disrupt the fear and silence which maintains the status quo to ensure DEI is prioritized and 
pushed to the forefront of educational programming? 

208 

 “See” Change! Re-imagining Engagement with Immigrant & Refugee Families using 
Photography and Ecological Mindfulness 
Martha Strickland, Penn State Harrisburg 
 
Despite our best efforts, engaging international migrant families (immigrants, refugees, 
asylees) in local schools remains a challenge. This interactive session introduces two 
strategies – photos and ecological mindfulness – that emerged from conversations with 
foreign-born families and demonstrate promise to enhance capacity and collaboration 
between teachers and international migrant families.  

210 

Social Critical Theories in Education as a Lens to Unpack Leadership During a Time of 
Social Change  
Alonzo Flowers III & Katrina Struloeff, Drexel University 
 
The aim of this interactive workshop is to broaden and deepen the participants’ 
understanding of contemporary developments in social justice and global leadership and 
to develop their analytical skills for understanding the social, political, and economic 
processes shaping education. 

352 

The Era of Human Rights: Integrating Human Rights Throughout Curricula  
Christine Chiarelli-Helminiak & Stacie Metz, West Chester University of Pennsylvania 
 
Dr. King emphasized the need to move from civil rights to the era of human rights. This 
interactive workshop will demonstrate how human rights has been integrated throughout 
a graduate social work program and the results of an assessment on human rights lens, 
exposure, and engagement in social work practice.  

354 

A Workshop on Culturally Sustaining Practices (CUSP) in Arts Integration 
David Mattson, Drexel University, Jennifer Katz-Buonincontro, Drexel University, Ross 
Anderson, Inflexion & Tracy Bousselot, Inflexion 
 
As the field is on the ‘cusp’ of understanding how to best integrate culturally sustaining 
practices into arts integration curriculum, this workshop helps get us there.  We will use a 
research-informed evaluation tool/framework to reflect and improve an arts integration 
activity with culturally responsive or sustaining pedagogies (CRP/CSP) 
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PA-NAME 2020 Conference Presentations – Friday, March 6th 

 
Welcome and Keynote Address 
Grace Hall Atrium 
12:30pm – 1:45pm 
 
Welcome  

• Dr. Kristine Grant, PA-NAME President and Clinical Professor of Multicultural and 
Urban Education, Drexel University 

• Dr. Ron Whitaker II, Assistant Professor and Director of the Center for Urban 
Education, Equity, and Improvement, Cabrini University  

• Dr. Beverly Bryde, Dean, School of Education, Cabrini University 

Keynote Speaker, Dr. James Earl Davis, Bernard C. Watson Endowed Chair in Urban 
Education at Temple University 

 
James Earl Davis, PhD, is the Bernard C. Watson 
Endowed Chair in Urban Education at Temple 
University where he is Professor of Higher Education 
and Education Leadership. He also holds affiliate 
faculty appointments in the Department of African 
American Studies and the Gender, Sexuality and 
Women’s Studies Program. His research has provided 
new insights into how social contexts of education 
inform racial and gender experiences and expressions, 
especially for Black boys and emerging adult men. 
More specifically, his work has investigated the 

construction of gender identity and its ties to engagement and performance at diverse 
education levels, from early learning to higher education. Davis’s current research 
focuses on gender-based education policy and reform; social stratification and urban 
neighborhood-university relations; and the intersection of schooling options and 
housing inequality. Professor Davis holds a BA in Sociology from Morehouse College, a 
Ph.D. from Cornell University, and completed post-doctoral study in the Division of 
Education Policy at the Educational Testing Service.  
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PA-NAME 2020 Conference Presentations – Friday, March 6th 

 

Presentation Themes: 
#=The Urgency of Diversifying the Teaching Force  
*= Progressive Pedagogies: Engaging and supporting underrepresented students, Pre-K – 12 focus  
***= Progressive Pedagogies: Engaging and supporting underrepresented students, College focus 

 
 

Session A: Friday, March 6th, 2:00-2:50 PM, FOUNDER’s HALL 
Room Presentations 

203 

How Higher Education Forgot about Non-traditional Aged Black men: Narratives from Non-
traditional Aged Black Men during the College Application Process 
 Kenneth Jones & Alonzo Flowers III, Drexel University 
 
This interactive workshop will inform educators of innovative approaches to increase college 
access among Adult Black men. Using data from a portraiture study that highlighted Black male 
non-traditional learner experiences during the college admissions process, the presenters will 
provide effective strategies to enact when working with this demographic. 

205 

Our True Stories: Student of Color Counternarratives as They Enter a Predominantly White 
Institution [***] 
Jeff Mallory, Duquesne University 
 
Since 2007, a PWI in the Northeast Region of the United States has conducted a pre-entry 
initiative to increase the retention for first-year students of color.  Through discussing 
experiences with race, isolation, and acceptance, students highlight their ability to persevere 
and increase their overall chances of future success.   

207 

Everything is a Spectrum: Framing and Enacting Solutions for Change 
Deborah Tamakloe, Alisa Landis, Virginia Bradbury, Alexander Bershtein, & Sara Luster, 
Millersville University 
 
Drawing on the values orientation model as a tool that can help identify differences in core 
values across cultures, presenters will deconstruct cross-cultural understandings as it relates to 
developing cultural competency 1) Language 2) Grief 3) Immigration and 4) Disability in today’s 
diverse classrooms.  

208 

Aspiring to Educate (A2E), a Pennsylvania Department of Education Initiative to Cultivate and 
Diversify the Educator Workforce in Pennsylvania: Details about the Pilot Program in 
Philadelphia [#] 
Juliet Curci, Temple University, Saxon Nelson, Pennsylvania Department of Education, Sharif El-
Mekki, Center for Black Education Development, & Donna-Marie Cole-Malott, Pennsylvania 
Department of Education 
  
This presentation will describe PDE’s Aspiring to Educate (A2E) initiative and its pilot program, 
launched in Philadelphia in Fall 2019, to recruit and retain more teachers of color. Partner 
organizations and institutions of higher education involved in the pilot will discuss their current 
and proposed activities related to the initiative. 
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211 

Boxed Out:  A Critical Review of Literature of the Under-Representation of Black Girls in 
Gifted Programs [*] 
Michele Erhart, Karise Mace, Tracey Driehaus, & Shelby Sammartino, Kutztown University 
 
Black girls constitute the smallest percentage of marginalized youth in gifted education. 
Students are labeled at-risk for reasons not due to academic ability or performance but rather 
race and gender.  Methods used to identify gifted students, gifted services available, and 
retention in gifted programs contribute to this underrepresentation. 

 

 

Session B: Friday, March 6th, 3:00-3:50 PM, FOUNDER’S HALL 
Room Presentations 

202 

Temple Education Scholars: A Model of Dual Enrollment to Promote Postsecondary Access and 
Completion and a Pathway into Teaching [#] 
Juliet Curci, Jennifer Johnson, Joseph Paris, & Benjamin Torshey, Temple University 
  
This presentation will describe a research project that examines Temple Education Scholars, a 
dual-enrollment collaboration between Temple University and the School District of Philadelphia, 
as a model for promoting postsecondary access and completion and for engaging high school 
students on the pathway to a teaching degree. 

205 

Investigating the Disproportionate Representation of Ethnic Minorities in Education Majors [#] 
James Durham & Carol Watson, Kutztown University 
  
This presentation will discuss an ongoing study investigating the disproportionate representation 
of ethnic minorities in education majors at one university. Contributing factors will be suggested 
(based on the data collected) and possible actions will be explored. 

207 

Faculty and Staff Exploring Racism & Inclusivity: Enhancing Culturally Sustaining Pedagogy in 
Teacher Education  
Amy Hoyle, Mary Budzilowicz, Lyn Berenato, Tom Conway, & Ron Whitaker, Cabrini University 
 
Faculty and staff at an institution of higher education have made an intentional commitment to 
fight systemic injustices. The presentation will describe how students and colleagues have 
engaged in conversations about race and racism. Participants will have opportunities to engage 
throughout the presentation (I-Clickers and Q&A). 

208 

Why Trauma-Informed Practices are Vital to Success in the 21st Century Classroom [*] 
Beatrice Adera, West Chester University of Pennsylvania 
 
Early exposure to adverse childhood experiences leads to children’s brains that are wired 
maladaptively making it hard for children to keep up with the demands of traditional learning. 
This presentation provides an overview of trauma and strategies for building resiliency and grit in 
students who have experienced trauma. 

211 

Aquí se aprende en communidad:  Facilitating the Academic Success of Latino Students in 
Higher Education [***] 
Melissa Gonzalez-Contreras, Natacha Bolufer-Laurentie, & Susan Jacques Pierson, Cabrini 
University 
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Presenters will share proven means of increasing engagement and academic success of Latino 
students in higher education including activities for building -community, mentoring, bilingual 
instruction and content, teaching culture, history and heritage language through integrated 
curriculum, and the use of inclusive strategies. 

 

Session C: Friday, March 6th, 4:00-4:50 PM, FOUNDER’S HALL 
Room Presentations 

202 

REACH-HEI: An Innovative Longitudinal Pipeline program for Under-represented Minority 
Students Grade 8 through Post-Graduate [***] 
Ida L. Castro & Maureen Murtha, Geisinger Commonwealth School of Medicine 
  
REACH-HEI is a successful longitudinal out-of-school time model that effectively motivates 
and sustains low SES underrepresented in medicine (URM) students in their pursuit of a 
health-related profession. Presenters will provide a 10-year outlook of REACH-HEI, its 
tracking methodology and innovative partnership approaches. 

207 

Developing New Pathways for Students of Color to Pursue Careers in Education [#] 
Jeffrey Wimer, Miriam Witmer, Maylin Vazquez, & Kiara Guzman-Ramos, Millersville 
University 
 
This presentation explores the increasing diversity of today’s PK-12 student body and the lack 
of diversity in the teacher workforce. To bridge this gap and inspire students to pursue 
teaching careers, results from a comprehensive pathway program implemented at a 
Pennsylvania urban school will be discussed.   

208 

Effective Strategies for Teaching College Students about Social Inequalities in U.S. Society  
Daniela DiGregorio, Theresa Hoover, & Julie Raulli, Wilson College 
 
This panel presentation discusses effective approaches for teaching college students about 
social inequalities in the United States. Strategies will include exercises and assignments that 
build awareness about people with disabilities, English language learners, and the impact of 
socioeconomic status in access to resources. 

211 

The Color of Science: A University Sponsored Family STEM Night in Two Urban Elementary 
Schools [*] 
Rasheda Likely, Kathlyn Elliott, & Kristine Grant, Drexel University 
  
This presentation will examine research on experiential learning and the relationships 
between college undergraduates and elementary students in urban schools.  Particular 
attention will be given to mentoring relationships, with a focus on the relationships’ 
immediate and lasting impacts on both the college undergraduates and urban middle school 
students.   
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PA-NAME 2020 Conference – Friday, March 6th 

Shirley Dixon Celebration of Urban Education Symposium 
Grace Hall Atrium 
5:00pm-7:30pm 
 
About Shirley Dixon 
 

The Late Dr. Shirley Dixon (’84, MEd’89, 
EdD'18) was a consistent moral and 
courageous leader at Cabrini University and 
a trailblazer in advocating for and facilitating 
equitable practices for all students. 
 
Dr. Dixon worked with the Philadelphia 
Housing Authority for nearly 20 years before 
transitioning to education, teaching fifth 
grade and then serving as principal at Girard 
College Elementary School. 

 
In 2007, she joined the Cabrini faculty full-time as an assistant professor in the 
Education Department. In 1990, she was asked to join Cabrini’s Board of Trustees, 
becoming the first African American to do so. Dr. Dixon served faithfully at Cabrini 
University, until her death in November 2019. 
 
The Center for Urban Education, Equity and Improvement presents four awards each 
year to honor the legacy of Dr. Shirley Dixon:  
 

• Moral and Courageous Exemplar Urban Educational Leadership Award 
The Moral and Courageous Exemplar Urban Educational Leadership Award is an 
annual recognition for distinguished educational leaders who have made significant 
contributions to urban education through their scholarship and service. 

 
• Moral and Courageous High Impact Teacher Award 

The Moral and Courageous High Impact Teacher Award recognizes one individual 
who has made outstanding contributions to, and high-impact leadership in urban 
education within their school and school community. 
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• Moral and Courageous Commitment to Equity School Award 

The Moral and Courageous commitment to equity award recognizes an urban 
school or district that has demonstrated intentional continuous improvement 
efforts, and exemplar practices and programming for students of color, students 
whose first language is not English, students with disabilities, and also for 
stakeholders of their school community (e.g. teachers). 

 
• Moral and Courageous Community Leader Equity Award 

The Moral and Courageous community leader equity award recognizes an 
individual who works in and across school boundaries to lead localized 
improvement efforts. Although not primary situated within a school, this individual 
possesses the influence, leadership skills, savviness, and wisdom to discover 
answers to localized educational and society concerns. 

Keynote Speaker, Tim Wise, Author, Consultant, and Speaker 
 
Tim Wise is among the most prominent anti-racist writers and 
educators in the United States. He has spent the past 25 years 
speaking to audiences in all 50 states, on over 1000 college and 
high school campuses, at hundreds of professional and 
academic conferences, and to community groups across the 
country. He is also the host of the new podcast, Speak Out with 
Tim Wise. He has also lectured internationally, in Canada and 
Bermuda, and has trained corporate, government, 
entertainment, media, law enforcement, military, and medical 
industry professionals on methods for dismantling racism in 
their institutions. Wise has provided anti-racism training to 
educators and administrators. 

 
Wise is the author of seven books, including his latest, Under the Affluence: Shaming the 
Poor, Praising the Rich and Sacrificing the Future of America (City Lights Books). Other 
books include Dear White America: Letter to a New Minority (City Lights Books); White 
Like Me: Reflections on Race from a Privileged Son, (recently updated and re-released by 
Soft Skull Press); Affirmative Action: Racial Preference in Black and White; Speaking 
Treason Fluently: Anti-Racist Reflections From an Angry White Male; Between Barack 
and a Hard Place: Racism and White Denial in the Age of Obama; and Colorblind: The 
Rise of Post-Racial Politics and the Retreat from Racial Equity. 
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PA-NAME 2020 Conference Presentations – Saturday, March 7th 

Registration and Vendors 
Grace Hall Atrium  
8:30am – 2:00pm 
 
Continental Breakfast, Welcome and Roundtable Presentations 
Grace Hall Atrium  
9:00am – 10:00am 
 

Roundtable Presentations: Saturday, March 7th 

9:00 AM – 10:00 AM – GRACE HALL ATRIUM  
Table Roundtables 

1 

There’s Them and There’s Us: Supporting African American Students at 
Predominantly White Institutions 
Anthony Kane Jr., Duquesne University 
 
The primary purpose of this presentation is to discuss the racialized experiences of 
African American students at predominantly White institutions (PWIs). Understanding 
these racialized experiences, attendees will discuss the how school leaders can provide 
intentional and culturally relevant support to foster a positive sense of belonging for 
African American students. 

2 

Past Time for Change, What Does a Truly Diverse, Inclusive and Equitable Museum 
Look Like?  
Jacqueline Genovesi, Sean Stallworth, Marilyn Torres & Caitlin O’Brien, Academy of 
Natural Sciences of Drexel University 
 
In this round table one of the oldest natural history museums in the Americas will 
listen. We are just starting our IDEAL work and want to listen to what is needed. We 
humbly and respectful ask the collective wisdom of the PANAME community to help us 
start our journey. 

3 

The Intersection of the Minority Extracurricular Activity Participation Gap and 
Equitable Funding – Literature Review 
Kimberly Sterin, Drexel University 
 
This roundtable examines the diminishing access to extracurricular activities for 
minority students from low wealth communities as an urgent equity issue. The 
discussion’s literature review focuses on literature relevant to the lifelong value of 
participation in extracurricular activities, minority student participation rates, 
equitable funding, and fundraising practices for these activities.  
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4 

What is This and Why Should I Join? The Process and Pitfalls of Implementing Affinity 
Groups in an Independent High School  
Mollie Gambone, Nica Fleming & Courtney Parker, The Crefeld School 
 
Affinity groups foster connection among individuals who share common identities. This 
roundtable discussion explores: the process of developing affinity groups in a small, 
diverse middle and high school; student programming; and facilitator training. 
Additionally, we share roadblocks we have faced, namely recruiting students and 
dispelling misconceptions about affinity groups.  
 

5 

Reflective Practices: Are We Walking our Talk or Just Talking The Talk?  
Deborah Tamakloe, Millersville University 
 
Through an inter-group theory lens and sharing of lived experiences, accountability of 
diversity will be discussed along with recommendations for retention of faculty of 
color. Participants will have a question and answer session at the end to further the 
dialogue of retention of faculty of color in predominantly white institutions.  
 

6 

The Impact of Travel Abroad Exposure for Students of Color  
Janel Dia, Drexel University 
 
This roundtable discussion examines the impact of travel abroad experiences for 
students of color.  International travel has long been recognized as a unique experience 
to build social and cultural capital, and to empower and develop agency (Wick, 2011). 
Participation is a mechanism through which transformative processes can take place. 
 

7 

 “Having Our Say”: The Urgency to Address the Educational and Societal 
Criminalization of Black Girls in America  
Zakia Gates, Cabrini University 
 
The session will address the social concerns and historical context of gender education 
in America among Black females.  This session will also address how educators and law 
enforcement have adversely perceived young Black females and how this has attributed 
to misconceptions about behaviors and attitudes among Black female students. 
 

8 

Competing in Out of School STEM Programming for Urban Students 
Christopher Fornaro, Drexel University 
 
This roundtable will discuss the ways that out of school programming can effectively 
integrate STEM disciplines for K-12 students. Additionally, the benefits and drawbacks 
of Science Olympiad and Seaperch competitions for urban teachers and students will 
be discussed to produce a list of potential research topics.  
 

9 
Join the PA-NAME Board – An Information Session  
PA-NAME Board Members 
Come learn about PA-NAME and opportunities to become a member of the Board! 
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10 

Continuing the Conversation on Effective Strategies for Teaching About Social 
Inequalities 
 Theresa M. Hoover & Julie Raulli, Wilson College 
 
This round table continues the discussion from Friday’s presentation on “Effective 
Strategies for Teaching College Students about Social Inequalities in U.S. Society.” You 
can meet with us to discuss strategies beyond the textbook to help college students 
understand inequalities in education and in their own communities.  
 

11 

Fighting against prejudice and stereotypes by promoting healthy perceptions on 
cultural diversity 
Daniela DiGregorio & Woonji Yeoh, Wilson College 
 
In this round table session, an immigrant educator and an international graduate 
student will discuss their personal experiences with prejudice or stereotypes and 
provide suggestions for educating others. A handout of strategies and resources will be 
distributed. All participants will be encouraged to share their perceptions. 
 

12 

Creating Belonging in Multilingual Classrooms 
Tina Keller, Messiah College  
 
Given the potential diversity of English Learners (ELs) in terms of language, citizenship, 
ethnicity, religion, socioeconomic status and race; language teachers are often 
uniquely positioned to support students and foster a sense of belonging in their 
language learning classrooms. The purpose of this round table is to learn from 
practicing language teachers to identify teaching practices and teacher dispositions 
that contribute to creating classrooms that foster self-acceptance and students that 
belong rather than attempt to fit in. 

13 

Multiculturalism and Early Childhood Education 
Joyce Avila, Creating and Facilitating Equality 
 
This roundtable will discuss the importance of knowing and understanding the culture 
of the children's parents for successful development in the child.  This session will be 
facilitated in Spanish.   

 

Workshop Presentations: Saturday, March 7th 

10:15 AM – 11:45 PM – FOUNDER’S HALL  
Room Workshops 

202 

READY OR NOT: Examining Bias and Enacting Policies and Programs to Promote Truly 
Inclusive Schools and Communities 
Carissa Casey, SpeakUp! & Katie Culver, Temple University/Steppingstone Scholars 
 
This interactive workshop is intended to engage participants in opportunities to reflect and 
collaborate with fellow practitioners in recognizing one’s biases and blind spots. It will also 
motivate participants to co-create student-centered strategies that challenge organizational 
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practices and policies that perpetuate the systems of oppression and dominance, specific to 
educational institutions.  

203 

“Give VOICE” Vision, Open-minded, Insightful, Challenging and Engaging 
Susan Silver, Rebecca McDonell & Kelly Bontempo, Upper Merion Area School District 
 
The Upper Merion Area High School Literacy Committee in conjunction with our Diversity 
Committee implemented a literacy initiative called, “Give VOICE” (Vision, Open-minded, 
Insightful, Challenging and Engaging). We use literature as a means to explore relevant issues 
surrounding race and identity from a variety of perspectives. 

205 

Oral History Songwriting  
David Heitler-Klevans & Jenny Heitler-Klevans, Two of a Kind 
 
We will explore the oral history songwriting project as an example of a creative arts-based 
project designed to deepen student knowledge about people’s stories and experiences. 

207 

Integrating Multicultural Literature & Emotional Health Strategies for Classroom and Family 
Interventions 
Gwenelle O’Neal & Shakira Davis, West Chester University of Pennsylvania 
 
The workshop seeks to share resources and provide an opportunity to design a classroom or 
practice session intervention that links multicultural literature with emotional health strategies.   
Advocacy to change oppressive structures is ongoing. Designing steps and linking opportunities 
for implementation are needed to motivate and build confidence for participation. 

208 

It’s not just about Language, It’s about Culture! 
Joyce Avila, Creating and Facilitating Equality 
 
This workshop is designed for those who want to broaden their understanding of Culture.  In 
our workshop we will discuss Deep Culture, Cultural Communication Tendencies, and Current 
Issues effecting Latinos.  Participants will learn ways to be better communicators with others 
by understanding their own cultural communicative tendencies and exploring others.  

210 

Community Matters: Circling Up in the Higher Education Classroom 
Jodi Bornstein, Arcadia University 
 
The higher education classroom is not about “dispensing knowledge” but about creating 
collaborative spaces for meaningful learning for everyone. Drawing on theories of culturally 
relevant pedagogy and engagement, our highly engaging session will model our work 
integrating a structured community building strategy in our college class.  

211 

Promoting Social Change and Prejudice Reduction Through Community Building 
Exercises:  Reconstructing Social Constructs to Empower Equity and Enhance Strong Social 
Connections  
Deborah Johnson, Kutztown University 
 
This session uses activities highlighting how diverse perspectives interface and offers personal 
and social sensibilities for growth. Participants will embrace perspectives promoting 
acceptance ideals.  Exercises use empirical scenarios encouraging equity sustainability and 
movement towards social reconstruction of behaviors and paradigm shifts.  This is an 
interactive session. Expect laughter.   
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PA-NAME 2020 Conference Presentations – Saturday, March 7th 

Lunch and Keynote Address 
Grace Hall Atrium  
12:00 – 1:45pm 
 
Welcome 

• Dr. Vincent L. Stephens, Vice President and Director of Popel Shaw Center, 
Dickinson College  

• Joyce Avila, Award Chair and President of Creating and Facilitating Equality 
 
Raffle Donations from Vendors 
 
Keynote Speaker, Dr. Donna-Marie Cole-Malott, Special Assistant to Deputy Secretary 
(Noe Ortega) of Higher Education, Pennsylvania Department of Education.  

 
Dr. Donna-Marie Cole-Malott currently serves as Special 
Assistant to the Deputy Secretary of Higher Education (Noe 
Ortega) in the Office of Postsecondary and Higher Education 
at The Pennsylvania Department of Education. In her role, 
she leads initiatives to foster diversity and equity in higher 
education throughout the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 
Dr. Cole-Malott works on a variety of initiatives all geared 
toward the retention, recruitment, and the overall growth of 
the teaching force in the state. She works to build and 
nurture partnerships between the Pennsylvania Department 
of Education, Local Educational Agencies, Institutions of 
Higher Education and other educational stakeholders who 
are also invested in diversity, inclusion, equity and the 

development of highly effective and culturally responsive educators throughout the 
state. Dr. Cole-Malott earned her Ph.D. in Curriculum and Instruction with an emphasis 
on Language, Culture, and Society from the Pennsylvania State University. Her 
dissertation work centered on the role of literacies in the shaping of academic and social 
identity construction amongst Black girls from across the diaspora. She examined the 
intersections of race, gender, ethnicity, and culture of these girls while considering Place 
as an integral factor in the shaping of those identities. Dr. Cole-Malott’s work has 
appeared in Monthly Review Press and is co-editor of a forthcoming book with 
Information Age Publishing, Gender Justice in Education. 
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Throughout her career Dr. Cole-Malott has worked to ensure equitable practices and 
policies for students of color. In addition to her work with the Pennsylvania Department 
of Education, Dr. Cole-Malott continues to engage in research that focuses on the need 
to create a diverse teaching force for all students. She focuses on the need for culturally 
responsive education for all educators who engage with students in the prek-16 space. 
Her work and research consider the broader implication for equity in all aspects of teacher 
education. 
 
Presentation of the 2020 Dr. Tchet Deriec Dorman Award for Multicultural Leadership 

 
Inaugural Recipient 

Katherine E. L. Norris, Ph.D. 
Professor, College of Education & Social Work, West Chester University 

 
For a career in education that spans over 30 years, Dr. 
Katherine Norris has been an educator for social justice 
and equity in classrooms ranging from Pre-K all the way 
through her doctoral students at West Chester University. 
Her work in education shows a commitment to the 
advancement of multicultural education in Philadelphia, 
Coatesville, and West Chester as well as other areas 
throughout the state of Pennsylvania. Dr. Norris’ work is 
evidenced through her scholarship, teaching, and service 
in addition to strong collaborative community 
partnerships.	
  
As a teacher in Philadelphia for over 18 years, Dr. Norris’ 

love of literature and understanding of the importance of self-identity, encouraged book 
clubs and a strong literacy component in all of the classes she taught. Using Black History 
titles, her students often read about people and topics that many mainstream classes 
were not exposed to. Dr. Norris fostered an understanding of history and a love of self 
through reading, drama clubs, and after school dance groups.  
  
Since entering the Department of Early Childhood Education in 2007, and now the Early 
and Middle Grades Education Department, Dr. Norris has been an advocate for teaching, 
programming, and support services for students of Color in Education. With Pennsylvania 
holding the recording for the lowest percentage of Teachers of Color, Dr. Norris has 
recently secured a small start-up $50 ,000.00 grant from the Pennsylvania Department of 
Education to create a Teacher of Color high school – college pipeline in an effort to 
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Diversify the Teacher Workforce. This project begins with a Why Teach? Teacher of Color 
Symposium for Philadelphia High School, and this summer, students will then earn college 
credits while still high school students.  
  
Dr. Katherine Norris has recent publications on multicultural education and social justice 
in education. She has co-edited a book on Multicultural Parent Partnerships in Education. 
More recently, Dr. Norris has included international programming in her scholarship and 
was recently added to the Fulbright Specialist Roster. Dr. Norris is a past board member 
of PA NAME and is an active member of NAME. 
 

About the Dr. Tchet Deriec Dorman Award for Multicultural Leadership 

Dr. Tchet Dereic Dorman was an active member of the 
National Association of Multicultural Education (NAME), 
including serving as a Regional Representative on NAME’s 
National Board. and an integral member of NAME’s 
Pennsylvania chapter – one of NAME’s longest standing 
chapters.  Dr. Dorman helped to resurrect the PA-NAME 
chapter after several years of inactivity.  He served as PA-
NAME’s president for many years, and the chapter thrived 
under his leadership.  He collaborated with colleges and 
universities across the state of Pennsylvania to host the PA-
NAME conference.  He brought together prominent scholars 
and K – 16 multicultural educators and leaders to exchange 
and discuss critical themes related to diversity and equity. 
 

 
The Dorman Award for Multicultural Leadership is an acknowledgment bestowed upon 
an individual who actively promotes, contributes to and enhances an inclusive 
environment in Pennsylvania. This annual award will be granted to an outstanding 
advocate for multicultural education, equity, and advocacy at the interpersonal, group 
and institutional level.  Eligible applicants can be a K-12 teacher, college faculty member, 
higher education administrator, community activist, or educational consultant. 
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PA-NAME 2020 Conference Presentations – Saturday, March 7th 

Presentation Themes: 
#=The Urgency of Diversifying the Teaching Force  
*= Progressive Pedagogies: Engaging and supporting underrepresented students, Pre-K – 12 focus  
***= Progressive Pedagogies: Engaging and supporting underrepresented students, College focus 

 

Session D: Saturday, March 7th, 2:00-2:50 PM, FOUNDER’S HALL 
Room Presentations 

202 

In Their Own Words: The Reflections of Two Current College Students on Their Paths to a 
Teaching Degree and Their Participation in the Temple Education Scholars Dual Enrollment 
Program [#] 
Juliet Curci, Samantha Horchos, Ismaela Shabazz, & Sydney Smith, Temple University 
 
In this presentation, two current teacher education students, both young women of color, will 
share the stories of their paths to the profession as well as the impact of their experiences in a 
dual enrollment program focused on supporting pathways into teaching for Philadelphia high 
school students. 

203 

Critical Mattering: Making Sense of Mattering Through the Lens of Race and Identity [***]  
Jennifer Powers, Gallaudet University  
 
This session presents research on the experience of mattering for Black Deaf college students and 
how that experience influences academic success. Discussion will center on Critical Mattering, 
which posits that mattering to others is more transformational for individuals marginalized by 
society around such issues as race, gender, ability, or income. 

207 

Fiercely Preparing Teacher Candidates with a Social Justice Lens, Now!  
Beverly Bryde & Amber Gentile, Cabrini University 
 
This presentation identifies the perceptions of teacher candidates on the effect of teaching social 
justice in P-12 classrooms. Through a required social justice seminar, teacher candidates 
integrated social justice issues into P-12 classrooms through lesson planning. The results indicated 
perceived positive effects on P-12 teaching and learning.  

208 

Forging Pathways: College, Community, and Youth [*]  
Lynn Newman & Ethan Kron, Wilson College 
 
In the past decade, one Pennsylvania private college forged a path in connecting the youth in the 
community into college and academic life. Our presentation will highlight how one afterschool 
program, Learning Campus, for K-5 multicultural children has evolved over time in empowering 
youth and college students as mentors and leaders. 

211 

When Activism Becomes the Curriculum: Exploring a Critical Service-Learning Collaborative  
Elizabeth Soslau, University of Delaware, Sara Gartland, University of Delaware, Kyra Atterbury, 
Need-in-Deed, & Pam Prell, Need-in-Deed 
 
Our work is motivated by exploring what it takes to center student-led activism as a learning goal 
within a public-school curriculum. We will share how a partnership (the collaborative) forged 
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between a university, an elementary school, and a non-profit agency helped teachers and 
preservice teachers enact a critical service-learning framework.   

 
 

Session E: Saturday, March 7th, 3:00 -3:50 PM, FOUNDER’S HALL 
Room Presentations 

202 

“It’s Like Professional Food”: Sustaining Urban Educators’ Commitment to Social Justice 
Through Service-Learning   
Elisabeth Fornaro, Temple University 

  
This presentation illustrates how educators can move beyond traditional service-learning to fulfill 
personal commitments to social justice. It details how service-learning in elementary classrooms 
can be oriented towards social justice versus more traditional views of citizenship by prioritizing 
authenticity, depth, and understanding the root causes and intersectionality of social issues. 

203 

Bridging the K-16 Gap: An Early College Initiative  
Xavier Brown, Community College of Philadelphia & Anh Nguyen, School District of 
Philadelphia/Parkway Center Middle College 
 
An overview of Early College High School’s contribution to closing the opportunity and 
achievement gaps. A case study of Parkway Center City Middle College, the first Early College in 
Philadelphia, PA. 

207 

“I Thought I Wasn’t a Good Teacher [or] a Good Person”: Exploration of the Experiences and 
Mobility Decisions of Black Teachers [#]            
Andrea Terrero Gabbadon, Temple University  
 
Research indicates rising concern regarding teacher shortage and attrition. These trends are 
especially salient among teachers of color, exacerbating teacher-student racial mismatch and 
threatening outcomes for students of color. Through use of a narrative case study, this 
presentation explores significance of leadership behaviors in retaining Black and Brown teachers.  

208 

“Lotions and Potions: Science through Hair Care” Exploring Culturally Sustaining Curriculum 
and Assessment [*]           
Rasheda Likely & Chris Wright, Drexel University 
 
This research employs an exploratory qualitative design experiment to develop and study an 
intervention to investigate middle school Black girls’ perceptions of who scientists are and what 
is science content. This presentation highlights a decolonized perspective of science learning 
experiences through culturally sustaining activities and assessment using hair care.  

210 

Stoking the Flames: How One Parent Empowerment Group Promoted the Transformation of 
Urban Parents into Educational Activists 
Kristine Grant, Drexel University & Stephanie Smith Budhai, Neumann University 
 
Research has indicated the need to “make the engagement practices of parents more visible and 
to show their potential as activists in the face of educational policy changes” (Abraham et al., 
2019, p. 540).  Findings from this qualitative study examine how a community-based organization 
transformed African-American parents into educational activists. 
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211 

What Analysis Reveals About CRP During Coursework in an Undergraduate Teacher Education 
Program [#].            
Dana Reisboard, Katia Ciampa, and Patricia Newman, Widener University 
 
Teacher educators must challenge the mono-cultural curriculum and develop programs that 
better prepare teachers for the realities of today's culturally and diverse classrooms. This session 
will examine the extent to which teacher educators were able to teach culturally responsive (CR) 
practices to PreK-4 teacher candidates during undergraduate teacher education coursework. 

 
Closing Remarks and Reflection Circle  
Grace Hall Atrium, 4:00 – 4:30pm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thank you for participating in the  
22nd Annual PA-NAME Conference! 

 
 

 
 
 

Pennsylvania Chapter 


